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Editor’s Message
Here’s to the 10th installment of CamGirl Vixen Magazine, and this  
one is truly special. As usual, we feature some of the industry’s hottest 
stars, and this issue is no different. We’re pleased to present the oh-
so-lovely ArielKing69 gracing our scorching cover. She chats on many 
things, including the type of content she loves to make for her fans.

But the heat doesn’t stop there. We’re diving deep into the worlds of 
two more luminous stars, Jessica Starling and Ema Karter, with  
exclusive inside features that will leave you breathless.

Join us for a thrilling journey through the provocative universe of  
“Feed Me,” an erotic sci-fi film starring the captivating Lulu Chu. Our 
full review will take you on a tantalizing exploration of desire,  
technology, and passion.

In this issue, we also address the important issue of deep-fakes and 
their negative impact on the modeling and talent world, bringing a 
spotlight to a conversation that can no longer be ignored.

We are beyond excited to finally release this scintillating issue, and we 
extend our heartfelt gratitude to our devoted readers who have been 
with us on this unforgettable journey.

Thank you for a decade of desire, and here’s to many more to come.

Cheers,

-DaveJackson
Dave Jackson 
Managing Editor, Content Manager
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EMA
KARTER

EEMA KARTER admits she loves to shake things up; 
looking sexy and drawing attention to herself. Of course 
you would if you looked like this 5ft 8in beauty. The 
blonde babe has the looks, curves, and ambition to 

match here stellar appearance. 

Ema began her career as a cam girl and later found OnlyFans. Her 
success as both a cam girl and content creator on OnlyFans were 
instrumental in getting her started in mainstream productions, 
and she has established herself well in the industry. Making it 
clear that she loves to entertain and “please fans with passionate 
nude photography and modeling”, the busty gym going, animal 
loving hottie is no doubt the kind of gal that delivers on all fronts.

Say hello to Ema Karter. She was gracious enough to chat with 
us about her life and career. Let’s dive right into the world of the 
beautiful Romanian heart-throb.

FROM ROMANIA
WITH LOVE

Q&A: EMA KARTER / CAMGIRL VIXEN MAG



Hey Ema. Great to have you here. Thank you for taking 
the time to speak with us. 
Congrats on the AVN nomination by the way. Was that a 
surprise for you, to be nominated for such a high award?
Hi and thank you for interviewing me. 
Was first time when I was nominated at AVN and I was 
nominated in 2 categories . I was sooo happy ! For me, 
it was an honour to be nominated for such a high award 
and to be in the same category with Angela White. 

I see representations of both Chaturbate and Stripchat. 
Which platform can we most often find you on, and 
which do you prefer to broadcast on?
I started to stream on Chaturbate 5 years ago  and is my 
favorite site. Now I don’t stream so much because I don’t 
have time but even like this I’m still in top 10 models and 
I’m invited for events like AVN, EXXXOTICA to stream  
and sign for them. 

In the summer at Bucharest Summit I had an seminar 
with Chaturbate CEO , Shirley Lara about how to be  
successful on the site. She is amazing and I am  
grateful I met her. 

With Stripchat I will be at Venus Berlin where I will sign for 
them and I will have 3 shows . I just started streaming on, 
is a good site but I’ll see in the future.

There is a recent post (Oct. 2, 2023) featuring  
Dredd, JasonLuv, Romeo. How did that collaboration 
come about? 
I love BBC and IR is my favorite type of porn. With Jason 
Luv I already shoot 2 times and was the best selling scene 
of mine. He is a great guy and the chemistry was  
through the roof. 

With Dredd I did one scene and next year we will do  
another one. He’s one of the best performers I worked 
with, he is so professional and so kind and his dick...
OMGG!  With Romeo I had great chemistry and we will 
shoot more very soon . He’s amazing! 

You’ve been quite accomplished so far in your own  
endeavor it seems, and with over 220K X (Twitter)  
Followers. That’s impressive. What was the most  
exciting thing that happened for you career  
wise this year?
I’m glad that people follow me on social media and I love 
my followers. In the last year I won 6 awards , I’ve had 
multiple nomination at Avn and Xbiz , I had my first every 

scene for Brazzers and I shoot content with the best in 
the industry ( Johnny Sins, Jason Luv, Dredd, Keiran Lee, 
Manuel Ferara, Maximo Garcia, Danny D, Xander Corvus,  
J Mac, Alex Mack, CJ Milles and many more) . 

You were recently featured in a Chaturbate video survey 
about sucking on tits or toes...do you still hold strong to 
your answer of “tits in the mouth”?
Between tits and feet I choose tits. I do foot content but I 
find more sexy the tits. 

Of all your tattoos, which one is the most meaningful for 
you? Your upper back piece is a work of art as well.
Thank you so much. My favorite tattoo is the cat’s paw 
tattooed on my back. Inside the paw is her name, Angel”. 

Let’s take a look at a bit of your life off-camera.  
How would you best describe yourself off-camera? 
I’m a modest girl who love to travel , meditate, I’m going 
to the gym and I spend time with my cat and family. 

When you’re not filming content, what can we find  
you doing?
I’m at the gym or at the press events or TV shows. 

What is one thing about your childhood you would  
never change?
The place where I grew up. I grew up in a forest. It wasn’t 
easy at all, but that made me the women I am now and I 
grew up healthy.

At what age was your first crush?
At 13 years.  My first crush was Justin Bieber. I knew  
all the songs and I had posters with him in my room  
on the walls.

When was your first kiss, and what was the  
experience like?
When I was in high school I had my first kiss I was in a 
relationship with that guy for 2 months.  

Looking back at your childhood, what’s one thing you 
would tell your adolescent self?
You can do anything you set your mind to in this life ! 
Don’t be afraid! 

So, what were your high school years like overall?
I studied very well in high school. I was very ambitious 
and determined. I also have great memories with  
my colleagues. 

BETWEEN 
TITS AND 

FEET I 
CHOOSE 
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Through high school, what were you best known for? 
The smartest in the class who did her classmates’  
homework to receive money and chocolate.  
Little business woman.

What did you want to pursue as a career at  
that time?
I wanted to see myself on TV. I was not sure what  
I want but I wanted to be famous and after few years  
this happen. 

How were the boys with you in high school; were 
they at your mercy, or did they keep their distance?
In the first year of high school I was with a guy for 2 
months and after we broke (up) I met another one 
and I was with him 4 years. He was bigger than me. 
He was 26 years old. The other guys kept their  
distance. I was only with him for 4 years. 

What about college, did you ever go and if you did, 
what was that experience like for you? Share one 
stand out moment you remember clearly?
I moved in Bucharest, in capital for the college and  
was the best time in my life. I had fun with my friends  
at that moment, we was in the clubs, partys. A lot of  
funny activities. 

Tell us about your first sexual experience, and what 
did you discover about yourself?
My first sexual experience was with the boyfriend I 
had in high school and with who I was for 4 years. 
In time I learned to discover myself. I discovered what 
I like, how I like it.

What led or inspired you to create content online?
I was already doing video-chat and when I heard 
about OnlyFans. I wanted to try it to see what is twas 
like, and I liked it. Now it’s my main site. 
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I assume you enjoy creating content for your  
online audience; what is your favorite thing about 
it...creating the kind of content you do?
I love it because I can try many things. I don’t do 
only sex content. I do roleplays, cosplay, foot  
fetish, fendom fetish, cuckold, solo, and more. 

What else do you want to pursue in life, for fun  
or as a career?
I have big plans. I want to film a gangbang this 
year; an IR gangbang. Also I want to shoot for big 
productions, and I plan to move from Romania. 

Of all the things you’ve done in your life, what  
are you most excited about, or most proud of?
I’m proud of me , the women I am now. I am  
ambitious, strong and I can do everything I want.

As you share your content, what’s the most  
common feedback you get from your audience?
My fans love my content , they always ask for more. 
They suggest me people to work with and I like this. 

People will always draw conclusions without ever 
truly knowing you, so what are some positive  
things about you wish more people knew?
People believe everything they see on TV, on social 
networks. In reality, I am an absolutely normal,  
modest woman. I love animals and I don’t like to  
go in the clubs.

EMA
KARTER Scan Here to Launch 
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A ll hail ArielKing69. The gorgeous cam girl and adult content 
creator has been sharing her naughty side since 2017, with 
no signs of lifting her feet of the gas pedal any time soon. Her  
journey into the realm of sex work kicked off on Chaturbate, 
where she dazzled audiences with live sex shows. However, the 

onset of the pandemic and subsequent lockdowns prompted her to diversify her 
presence across multiple platforms for the distribution of video content.

As the world gradually returned to a semblance of normalcy, Ariel embarked 
on collaborative projects with her female model friends, forming meaningful  
connections with remarkable individuals who played a pivotal role in her  
personal growth and business success. Even today, she continues to enjoy solo  
streaming sessions, occasionally accompanied by a seductive companion.  
Additionally, Ariel takes pleasure in creating content with her friends and reliving 
their fun and sensual escapades through shared experiences.

From time to time, Ariel collaborates with male talent to produce Boy/Girl  
videos for her dedicated fan base, an endeavor that consistently brings her an 
abundance of enjoyment and satisfaction.

“ IT’S REALLY EASY FOR ME 
TO GET SUCKED INTO MY 

LITTLE BUBBLE...I FORGET 
PEOPLE ACTUALLY SEE 

THE WORK THAT I DO. ”

Q&A: ARIEL KING / CAMGIRL VIXEN MAG
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H EY ARIEL. GREAT TO HAVE YOU HERE. 
THANKS FOR SHARING A BIT OF YOUR 
LIFE WITH US.
Thank you so much for having me! 

So tell me, what first attracted you to CamGirl  
Vixen Magazine?
I’m in awe of adult-industry publications like CamGirl 
Vixen. The level of publicity and exposure you provide  
to up-and-coming models is just so valuable and appreci-
ated. Being featured as a performer in your magazine is 
truly a privilege, and being recognized for my hard work is 
so humbling and motivating. It was immediately evident 
that CamGirl Vixen did extensive research about me and 
my business when featuring me and the professionalism 
is crystal clear. 

Tell us a little about yourself?
As funny as it sounds, I absolutely love my privacy. Being 
in quiet solitude is such a wonderful gift you can give 
yourself. Other than living peacefully, I love video games, 
good food, music, shows, magic and comedy, movies 
and some TV shows.. I’m a huge fan of photography and 
videography work and I’m always striving to learn more 
about my own camera equipment. 

You were one of the Chaturbae’s of the Week in July 
2023. Were you surprised about it?
Yes very much so! They even surprised me by naming me 
the Chaturbate model of the month! It’s really easy for 
me to get sucked into my little bubble at home creating 
content and coming up with ideas. I forget people actually 
see the work that I do. It’s surreal talking to people in per-
son that have seen my work. Getting recognition from the 
platform I put so much time, energy and love into means 
more to me than I could ever put into words. 

Congratulations on 200K+ followers on Chaturbate. How 
did you celebrate?
Thank you so much! I celebrated with a live stream on 
Chaturbate by having a virtual party with all my members 
and fans. We had giant balloons, special tip menu options 
and prizes to celebrate! 

How long have you been camming with CB and have you 
tried any other cam platforms?
I’ve been camming for 5 years now. So crazy! My first 
stream ever was on July 4th, 2017 because that was the 
only day I had off from my two jobs. While I’ve tried out a 
couple different camming platforms over the years, the 
only one that I’ve stuck with is Chaturbate. To me,  
Chaturbate has the most inclusive and wonderful  
community of streamers and creators.  

It seems like you collaborate with other creators often. 
Who are some of your memorable collabs?
Man, I have so many! I’ve enjoyed every single person  
I’ve ever worked with. I’ve been able to learn and take 
something new away from every single one of my  
collaborations and I’m very thankful for my experiences. 

XBIZ Creator Awards, Cammy Awards, and more. It 
seems like you’re having a busy 2023. What’s one major 
goal you’re looking to hit this year?
My main goal this year is simple: to do whatever the fuck 
makes me happy and just go with it. Being self-employed 
means you have to motivate yourself, and I’ve learned 
over time that if you set arbitrary goals or benchmarks for 
yourself, often you may not be able to achieve what you 
thought you could. This can be detrimental to your sense 
of self and motivation. While I still set goals for myself, 
I’ve learned to go with the flow and not take myself, or 
camming, too seriously. Life is just so much more  
enjoyable when you’re having fun with what you do! 

Also...any plans to get back to making videos  
on YouTube?
I actually have ideas that pop in my head all the time  
with videos I want to make that would fit perfectly on  
a platform like YouTube. So you never know what could 
be coming! 

“ I GREW UP BEING SUPER INSECURE 
AND SEX WORK HAS DEFINITELY SKY 

ROCKETED ME OUT OF THAT ”

ARIEL
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Out of curiosity, what is the most amount of tips 
you’ve ever received in a single shot that literally took 
your bank account to the moon?
In the past 5 years I’ve had a lot of big tippers that I hold 
close to my heart. I always love to highlight them in my 
bio on Chaturbate to show my appreciation. To date 
my biggest single token tip is 25,000tk $1,250 USD. We 
had an awesome karaoke dance party on stream to 
celebrate! 

What is one thing about your childhood you wish  
was different?
I wish I knew how powerful I was. I grew up being super 
insecure and sex work has definitely sky rocketed me 
out of that and has been a major boost to my  
confidence and self esteem. 

At what age was your first crush? 
Age 12 on Zac Efron. To this day, still Zac Efron. 

So, what were your high school years like overall?
I was a cheerleader for 9 years and that pretty much  
ruled my life. I’ve always loved performing and I’ve 
come to appreciate the attention you get being a  
popular performer. I used to shy away from any  
attention, but now I love to embrace it. 

Through high school, what were you best known for?
What did you want to pursue as a career at that time?
I love doing hair and makeup and I was seriously  
considering a career as a stylist. 

How were the boys with you in high school; were they 
at your mercy, or did they keep their distance?
There were definitely a handful of boys who I might 
have toyed with a bit. I was definitely an outsider and 
not one of the “popular girls”. Mostly my high school 
experience with boys was me chasing a couple of  
guys I really liked to no avail. 

Throughout your journey as a camgirl and SW, what 
have you discovered about yourself that might have 
been hidden before choosing this career?
CONFIDENCE! I started sex work pretty young and I’ve 
grown up so much in the past 5 years. I’m super proud 
of my accomplishments and I can’t wait to see where I 
am in another 5 years! 

ARIEL
KING69



“MY LIFE 
HAS BEEN SO 
MUCH MORE 

HAPPIER 
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What led or inspired you to create content online?
The short answer is money. I was working full time,  
paying off student loans and a car loan and just  
completely overwhelmed by my expenses at the time.  
It was really very frustrating to me to work a full 40+ hour 
week and not be able to afford anything. My first stream 
was so spontaneous, I was just trying it out, but I made 
more money with that one stream then I would’ve working 
a week at my job. 

What else do you want to pursue in life, for fun or  
as a career?
I know that camming and streaming won’t last forever  
for me. I’d love to be able to pursue a creative career  
where I can apply the skills I’ve learned from being a  
cam-girl. I have gained SO much experience with camera 
equipment, CPUs and post-production software, creative 
design, marketing and promoting on social media and  
running a regular, popular show. It takes a jack-of-all-trades 
to do camming well and stay consistent and I thrive in  
that environment! 

Of all the things you’ve done in your life, what are you 
most excited about, or most proud of?
I’m most proud of getting out of my home town from a 
dingy basement, mouse and mold infested apartment and 
moving across the country into a house. My life has been 
so much more happier since moving and I would have 
never been able to do that without sex work  
or Chaturbate. 

As you share your content, what’s the most common 
feedback you get from your audience?  
Anything involving my butthole is always a hit and my fans 
love it! I have a few regular fans I’ve grown a bit closer 
with over the years and they definitely prefer more private, 
intimate moments with me. I love it all, whether in a 1 on 1 
private with a fan or streaming to hundreds or thousands 
of people at once. 
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JESSICA
STARLING

J essica Starling has been steadily but surely  
rising to the top of the adult entertainment world. 
Starting from humble beginnings, as a cam girl, 

Jessica had her sights on bigger achievements, so it’s  
no surpise that her first mainstream adult scene with 
Brazzers was such a hit. The beautiful busty Canadian  
star has much more to come. In this feature, she spills  
some spicy details about her life and career. 

THE ELITE CAM GIRL IS 
TAKING ON MAINSTREAM 
PORN...AND WINNING!

Q&A: JESSICA STARLING / CAMGIRL VIXEN MAG



To begin, can you tell us a bit about yourself, where 
you’re from, how you got started in the adult  
entertainment industry?
My name is Jessica Starling, and I’m a camgirl, adult 
content creator, and porn performer from Toronto,  
Canada. I started in the adult entertainment industry 10 
years ago at 18, when I began performing at strip clubs. 
Three years later, I would stop stripping and start  
attending college for journalism. I began camming on 
Chaturbate during my first semester to supplement my 
student loans. I quickly found camming more rewarding 
than what I was studying, so I dropped out and chose  
to cam full-time.

You’ve been getting quite a bit of work ever since  
you debuted with Brazzers in “Jessica Makes Music”. 
This was pretty much at the height of the 2020 COVID  
lockdowns. What’s the journey been like for  
you since then?
My life and career journey over the last few years have 
been full of changes for the better. Studio porn is a  
welcome addition to my online porn career. I made my 
first trip down to LA to shoot for studios in March 2022.  
I met a wealth of amazing people I can relate to and  
find community in. 

Your resume is quite stacked considering your  
mainstream start was in 2020: MOFOS, 1111  
Customs, Brazzers, DP Divas, SpankMonster, and more. 
What keeps you going with such a busy schedule?
Mostly caffeine. And cannabis. But jokes aside, I think the 
most important thing is finding time to rest when needed. 
After a month of non-stop shooting, I need about a week 
to do nothing and decompress.

You’ve got many industry nominations and  
recognition from AVN and XBIZ. Any of these came 
to you as a surprise, and what’s the one big award you 
would love to take home?
Though I am honored and appreciate every nomination 
I receive, none of the nominations surprise me simply 
because I know I work hard, and I know I’m good at what 
I do. I’ve been nominated twice by XBIZ for Best Female 
Clip Artist, so I would love to win the category one year

We’ve seen you brunette, and we’ve seen you blonde. 
Which one treats you nicer?
My brunette hair is my natural color, making it infinitely 
easier to maintain. However, I think my blonde hair is 
more striking and more in line with the image I am trying 
to create with Jessica Starling.

WEBCAM CAREER

What inspired or motivated you to become an adult  
webcam model in the first place?
While in school for journalism, I began webcamming  
from my student housing to supplement my student 
loans. I was already a stripper just a year earlier, so I 
started camming easily. I soon realized camming made 
me much more money than a career in journalism ever 
would, and it was a lot more fun as well. So, I dropped  
out of journalism school and started camming full-time.

Could you share some of your favorite memories or  
moments from your time as a webcam model?
My favorite moments being a webcam model are  
definitely whenever I’ve been able to cam at adult  
conventions. It’s always a joy meeting other webcam 
models, especially in a space that allows for  
playful collaboration. 

What aspects of webcam modeling did you find most 
enjoyable or fulfilling?
Of course, I love being able to work from home, be my 
own boss, and make my own schedule. Beyond that, I 
consider myself fortunate to have a career in webcam 
modeling because I get to bring joy into people’s lives 
with my performances.

Were there any challenges you faced when you began 
your career in webcam modeling, and how did you  
overcome them?
The main challenge I faced was how to optimize my  
business. Like most other people entering sex work,  
I had no idea how actually to run a successful business 
-- I knew nothing about sales, marketing, or anything else. 
However, I strived to learn how by reading books,  
studying online, and paying for mentorship from veteran 
sex workers.

Do you still cam regularly, or has your main focused to 
mainstream productions?
I don’t cam as often as I would like currently, but I still  
get online! I hope to find soon a method and schedule 
that works best for me that allows me to cam at least 
twice weekly in the evenings.

JESSICA
STARLING
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TRANSITION TO ADULT FILMS

What led to your decision to transition from webcam 
modeling to mainstream adult films?
I am incredibly ambitious in all of my undertakings.  
I knew it was time to elevate my brand to be more widely 
recognized and show the world I could conquer any kind 
of adult performance.

Were there any specific experiences or opportunities 
that played a pivotal role in your transition?
During the height of the pandemic, MindGeek (the parent 
company of Brazzers) approached me to film a scene for 
them with my then-partner to purchase. This interaction 
opened the door for me to have a relationship with the 
company, pushing me further into thinking about doing 
mainstream studio porn.

For the curious one, can you describe the differences 
between working as a webcam model and a mainstream 
adult film performer?
The most obvious difference is that I work for someone 
else (the studio) instead of working entirely for myself. 
My performance needs to meet the criteria of the 
director I am performing for. Of course, another  
significant difference is that I meet many more people 
and work with them much more than solely as a  
webcam model.

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS

What do you consider to be the most significant  
milestone or achievement in your adult entertainment 
career so far?
I’m not sure what the most significant would be, but I  
am constantly flattered when I’m reminded that I’ve been 
featured in print in the November 2022 issue of Hustler 
Magazine. Other than that, I think being able to fit my fist 
in my ass is pretty cool and significant.

Are there any projects or films you’ve worked on that 
hold a special place in your heart? Tell us about it.
I filmed “Tell Me” for Afterglow (a new and smaller  
studio), and I think it’s one of the most beautiful scenes 
I’ve ever done. Directed by Anna Lee and filmed by a 
mainstream cinematographer, “Tell Me” tells the story 
of meeting and hooking up with someone on Friday and 
spending all weekend with them until Monday morning. 

The scene evokes the feeling of falling in love with  
someone you just met, the butterflies of opening up to 
someone new, and spending all weekend in bed like it 
was an island just for two.

In your core camming days, what was the most tips 
you’ve ever received in a single shot?
I can’t quite remember the highest single tip, but here is 
a related story: In 2016, I accepted $50 in Bitcoin for a 
private cam show. I completely forgot about it until 2021, 
when I checked my crypto wallet and saw it had grown 
into several thousand dollars! 

PERSONAL LIFE AND INTERESTS

Outside of your career, what are some of your hobbies  
or interests that people might not know about?
I read many books -- social and political theory only; I 
have no time for fiction. For fiction stories, I prefer the 
mediums of film and video games. The movies I like  
most are horror. For video games, I also love horror but 
play a wide variety of RPGs, strategy games, and  
farm simulators.

How do you balance your professional life with your 
personal life and self-care?
I would also like to know the answer to this question!  
I struggle quite a bit with this, but I am trying to balance 
the two. I am paying more attention to my health and 
routines to ensure my body and mind are cared for.

Are there any role models or individuals who have  
inspired you along your journey in the adult  
entertainment industry?
Politically, Carol Leigh, Melissa Gira Grant, Juno Mac, and 
Molly Smith have inspired me in the global fight for sex 
workers’ rights.

How important is self-confidence and self-expression 
in your line of work, and how can newcomers develop 
these qualities?
Self-confidence is necessary as much of the world  
sees fit to criticize sex workers and everything we do 
harmfully. Self-expression is a personal matter of how 
comfortable one is sharing oneself with the world. There 
is no fast answer to developing true self-confidence,  
but I believe therapy and genuine attempts at self-love  
are part of it.
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As you share your content, what’s the most common 
feedback you get from your audience?
My audience loves my authenticity and voice. They love 
feeling intimate with me, and most of my (solo) videos 
craft a unique and personal experience.

What’s one talent most people don’t know you have?
I am an avid writer and poet. I’m looking to get back into 
painting with acrylics or gouache and also playing heavy 
metal guitar.

GROWING UP AND EARLY LIFE

What was it like growing up for you? Did you have  
any early aspirations or dreams related to your  
current career?
Without going into detail, growing up for me wasn’t 
a good time. In my senior year of high school, going 
through a crisis of what to do with “the rest of my life,”  
I researched stripping in Toronto and decided then that’s 
what I would do when I turned 18.

When did you first realize that you wanted to pursue a 
career as an adult performer?
When I realized that traditional career paths would not 
be well-suited for me for various reasons, and I didn’t 
want to jump into prohibitively expensive post-secondary 
education, I decided to start in the adult 
entertainment industry.

The adult entertainment industry can be demanding. 
What strategies or mindset do you employ to stay  
resilient and handle challenges?
The most important thing for this is to be in a 
community with other sex workers. Through sharing  
our collective troubles, I believe we can help shoulder  
everyone’s burdens and persevere through any changes 
that might happen in the adult entertainment sphere.

How do you manage the public perception and potential 
stigmatization that can come with your career choice?
I share much of myself online, but in my personal life,  
I like privacy. I don’t tell anyone I don’t trust about my 
career. I keep any new friendships within the industry.

RELATIONSHIPS AND SUPPORT

How do your close friends and family members feel 
about your career? Have your relationships with them 
evolved over time?
I don’t speak to any of my biological family for reasons 
unrelated to my career. I am, however, blessed to have 
two amazing friends I’ve known since early childhood 
who have always unequivocally accepted and loved me 
for everything I am.

Have you faced any unique challenges or benefits in 
your romantic relationships due to your career?
I’ve been single for over a year and a half now, and I’d 
like to stay that way for the foreseeable future. My career 
has always impacted my romantic relationships, and it’s 
always been used as an excuse to mistreat me. When 
the time comes that I am open to dating again, I believe 
I will only be available to date other sex workers who are 
not cis men.

FUTURE GOALS & ASPIRATIONS

What are your future aspirations within the adult  
entertainment industry or beyond?
Within the adult industry, one of my main goals is to help 
unionize the porn industry and guarantee more rights and 
better working conditions for everyone that works  
on porn sets.

Are there any projects or collaborations you’re excited 
about in the near future?
I’ve finally set a date with the one and only DREDD!  
I can’t wait to see if I can fit all of him in my asshole.

What advice would you give to individuals who  
are considering a career in the adult entertainment 
industry, whether in webcam modeling or 
 mainstream films?
My honest advice would be to do extensive research 
beforehand and to be aware that people in your life WILL 
find out, eventually, one way or another.

JESSICA
STARLING
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THE ADVENT OF DEEPFAKE TECHNOLOGY HAS USHERED IN A  
NEW ERA OF POSSIBILITIES AND PERILS IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES. 

While it has undoubtedly found applications in entertainment and art, there are  
significant concerns regarding its impact on sensitive sectors such as the adult industry.  

Deepfake technology, powered by advanced artificial intelligence algorithms, allows for the creation of 
hyper-realistic fake videos and images, often involving celebrities and everyday individuals. In this article, 

we’ll explore nine negative effects of deepfake technology on the adult industry,  
drawing insights from notable experts and studies in the field.

1: EROSION OF CONSENT
Deepfake technology has the potential to violate the  
consent of adult industry performers by creating  
fabricated content featuring them without their  
knowledge or permission. As Dr. Amy Weber, a renowned 
psychologist specializing in digital ethics, warns, “The 
consent of adult performers is paramount, and deepfakes 
threaten to undermine this fundamental principle, leading 
to severe emotional and psychological consequences.”

2: REPUTATION DAMAGE
Deepfake technology can be employed to create convinc-
ing fake videos of adult industry performers engaged in 
explicit activities they may never have participated in. 
These videos can be disseminated online, causing lasting 
damage to the performers’ personal and professional 
reputations. In a study by the Digital Citizens Alliance, 
they found that “deepfake revenge porn” is a growing 
concern that harms the lives of those targeted.

3: EXPLOITATION OF  
NON-CONSENSUAL CONTENT
Deepfake technology enables the creation of non-consen-
sual pornographic content by superimposing the faces of 
individuals onto explicit videos. This can lead to severe 
emotional distress, as highlighted by victim advocate  
Emily Davis: “Deepfake technology is a weapon that  
perpetrators can use to violate privacy and subject  
victims to humiliation.”

4: LOSS OF REVENUE FOR  
PERFORMERS
The adult industry already faces challenges related to 
piracy and content sharing. Deepfake technology  
exacerbates these issues by offering consumers a  
free alternative to paid content, ultimately leading to  
a reduction in revenue for performers and producers.

5: DIMINISHED TRUST IN AUTHENTICITY
Deepfakes blur the line between genuine and fabricated 
content, making it increasingly difficult for consumers 
to discern real from fake. This uncertainty could lead to 
skepticism about the authenticity of adult industry  
content, ultimately harming the industry’s credibility.
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6: LEGAL QUAGMIRE
The legal implications surrounding deepfake 
technology and the adult industry are complex 
and evolving. Attorney Sarah Mitchell explains, 
“Determining responsibility for the creation and 
distribution of deepfake content can be  
challenging, as it often involves a multitude  
of jurisdictions and legal grey areas.”

7: INCREASED STIGMA
Deepfake technology has the potential to  
increase societal stigma surrounding the adult 
industry. Performers may face additional scrutiny 
and discrimination due to the ease with which 
their likeness can be manipulated in fake content.

8: ESCALATION OF  
CYBERBULLYING
Deepfakes can be used maliciously to create 
degrading content targeting performers. Dr. Sarah 
Anderson, an expert in cyberbullying, notes,  
“The anonymity of online platforms combined 
with deepfake technology provides bullies with 
powerful tools to torment adult industry  
professionals.”

9: NORMALIZATION OF  
UNCONSENTED CONTENT
The prevalence of deepfake content can  
desensitize people to the idea of non-consensual 
pornography, normalizing harmful behavior.  
As Sarah Roberts, a professor of information  
studies, states, “We must be vigilant in address-
ing the normalization of deepfakes and their  
detrimental impact on the adult industry.”

IN CONCLUSION
Deepfake technology poses significant challeng-
es to the adult industry, from issues of consent 
and exploitation to revenue loss and legal  
complexity. As this technology continues to 
evolve, it is crucial for industry stakeholders, 
lawmakers, and the public to remain vigilant in 
addressing its negative effects and protecting the 
rights and well-being of adult industry perform-
ers. Striking a balance between technological 
advancement and ethical responsibility is  
paramount in navigating this complex terrain.
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W here Feed Me lacks in final thrill, it makes up for 
that in virtually every other area, in a spectacular 

story driven 4 part epic. Lulu Chu is the driving force  
behind what I feel is a successful blend of acting and 
raw on screen sex-travaganza. I finally got the chance to 
watch all 4 parts and was glad I did. Here’s my take on 
Feed Me, a Sci-Fi fantasy epic feature from Adult Time.

Lulu plays Sally, a young woman who wants to take time 
to enjoy life on her own terms, not tied to a boyfriend or 
be pressured into married or going to college. She wants 
to explore and be free. In the midst of it all she finds her 
self tied to something else. A dark entity that one night 
chooses her to bond with and as a result needs to feed  
on all the sexual energy it can get. This progressively 
turns Lulu into super nympho, needing to feed the beast 
inside before it kills her.

As typical, Adult Time films have a picture quality that 
rivals some of the top non-adult mainstream works. Feed 
Me uses mood, lighting and character driven performance 
to craft a story compelling enough to keep you binging 
one episode to the next. Led by the feisty and uber  
talented Lulu Chu, Feed Me delivers on many fronts,  
yet as good as it is, I was left feeling that something was 
missing from the overall delivery of the series.

THE BAD
First, let’s take a look at the bad. The tightly filmed  
story-based four part feature does a good job of telling 
the story. However, because of the sprawling 4 parts  
ranging from 36min to 53min in length, there were some 
parts that I felt fell flat and could have been cut from 
the film. Through Lulu had a strong performance, Apollo 
Banks’ character did not do much to balance the dynamic 
between him and Lulu. The scene with the two felt a little 
awkward at times as it seems like Apollo was trying to 
find his place on the same acting floor as Lulu. This was 
very evident in Episode 1. What saved Apollo was the well 
paced sex scene between him and Lulu. 

Another thing that I did not like was the story lost the 
strong sense of mystery as the series progressed.  
Instead of a massive crescendo that brings it all together, 
and the use of certain characters, such as the nun to bring 
something truly unique to the picture, the story I felt fell 
into a stereotypical daze, with few bright points after  
episode 2. But that’s really it for the bad. If you can get 
past these things, then Feed Me will tickle your fancy in 
more ways than one.

THE GOOD
OH MY GOODNESS...can Lulu Chu ever fuck! The little 
Asian that could truly stole the show. One might not  
have originally put Lulu in the acting block, but after her 
performance in Feed Me, I want more of her in roles like 
this. Starring opposite industry vet Tommy Pistol, Lulu  
solidified her place as not just a good actress, but an  
overall A1 performer. Her acting was well paced and 
appropriate for each scene. Unlike some of the other cast 
members who seemed to exaggerate their role, Lulu’s 
was believable. Of course there’s nothing to be said about 
Tommy Pistol who often is praised for his ability to take 
on strong character driven roles. 

I loved all the major sex scenes, episode one being my  
favorite between Lulu Chu and Apollo Banks. There 
seemed to be a natural sexual chemistry present despite 
Apollo’s less than stellar character acting. He certainly 
made up for it as he fucked Lulu into oblivion. Lulu is not 
to be outdone though. She reciprocated the same sexual 
energy in the scene, making it the number one sex scene 
in the series for me.

September Reign makes an appearance and is in the 
feature sex scene in episode 3. The raspy voiced hottie 
plays Lulu’s best friend who eventually seduces Lulu into 
girl girl play. Lulu obliges and the two share a great sex 
scene that left me feeling satisfied with the overall scene 
with the two gals. 

THE REVIEW

FEED MEFEED ME
WORDS: CAMGIRL VIXEN MAG

Lulu Chu Shines in  
the Dramatic Sci-Fi  
Fantasy Epic!



FINAL THOUGHTS
Feed Me, might not make it to the top 5 Adult Time Features list, but it surely is in my top 10. When compared to other 
awesome features like Grinders, and Teenage Lesbian, Feed Me stands right there with them. Overall I believe you will 
enjoy Feed Me for what it offers, and I believe you will also appreciate the sex scenes. Though it has it’s flaws, you can 
surely find something to like about Feed Me. X
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